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Introduction 

1. Cogeco Communications Inc. (“Cogeco”) is pleased to submit these reply 

comments in accordance with the procedures set out by Innovation, Science and 

Economic Development Canada (ISED) in Consultation on the Spectrum License 

Renewal Process for Non-Auctioned Broadband Radio Spectrum (BRS) Licenses, 

DGSO-002-19, published in May 2019 (the “Consultation Document”).  

2. Cogeco is a diversified communications company headquartered in Montreal, 

Quebec, that provides video, broadband and telephony services through its affiliate 

Cogeco Connexion Inc. to residential and business customers as well as offering 

third party Internet access and transport services to Internet service providers on a 

wholesale basis in Ontario and Quebec.  

3. As a competitive communications service provider who continues to invest 

heavily in infrastructure in Canada and who is making significant investments in 

mobile spectrum, Cogeco strongly supports a spectrum regulatory framework whose 

objectives are both to encourage investment in facilities and to promote competition 

among facilities-based carriers. Cogeco also supports policies which maximize the 

use of scarce spectrum resources in all regions of Canada as well as policies and 

regulatory measures which reduce barriers to entry by broadband service providers. 

Such a regulatory framework and corresponding policies enable ISED to achieve the 

over-arching policy objective of the Spectrum Policy Framework for Canada:  

To maximise the economic and social benefits that Canadians derive 

from the use of the radio frequency spectrum resource. 

4. In its 16 February 2018 comments in response to the Spectrum Outlook 2018 to 

2022 consultation,1 Cogeco stated: 

Although critically important, it is not sufficient to ensure spectrum is assigned in 

an equitable and pro-competitive manner – ISED must also ensure that 

                                                 
1
 Consultation on the Spectrum Outlook 2018 to 2022, Gazette Notice SLPB-006-17, dated 6 October 

2017, modified in Gazette Notice SLPB-010-17, dated 20 December 2017 
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spectrum is subsequently used in a timely manner for the benefit of 

Canadians.2   

5. Cogeco further recommended that ISED reassign spectrum that was not being 

used through a combination of policies such as subordination or through simple re-

allocation. Cogeco’s reply comments in this consultation are guided by these 

principles.  

6. Cogeco has examined the current holdings of the current license-holders of the 

Non-Auctioned Broadband Radio Services (“BRS”) licensees in Canada and has 

some recommendations for ISED to consider in its deliberations. First, Cogeco will 

respond to some of the comments filed on 30 May 2019. Second, Cogeco will then 

propose a path forward for ISED as it considers its options in renewing the BRS 

licenses.  

Cogeco Reply to Specific Comments Filed    

7. ISED, as part of its consultation document, posed a series of questions for 

interested parties to provide their views. With respect to Question 3 – where ISED is 

proposing ‘to apply deployment levels at the Tier 3 population coverage level (with 

the exception of Yukon, the Northwest Territories and Nunavut on a Tier 4 population 

coverage level) by March 31, 2025, Ecotel stated: 

As a result, the Department’s proposal to apply deployment levels per tier-3 

by 2025, though a good start, is not enough to stimulate the deployment in 

remote areas.  

ECOTEL believes that implementing new deployment license conditions on 

the basis of tier-4 would be an incentive for carriers to either deploy, enter into 

agreement for subordination or transfer parts or the entirety of a tier-4 license 

area for which they have no business plans or that would be too far away for 

them to efficiently support.3 

 

                                                 
2
 Ibid, paragraph 20.  

3
 Ecotel, 30 May 2019 Comments, Paras. 11 and 13.  
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8. Cogeco wholeheartedly agrees with Ecotel in this regard. Cogeco would note 

that, as part of the 2019 auction of 600 MHz, ISED has established a new set of 

deployment levels that are better suited to the government’s objectives.4 Cogeco 

believes the renewal of licences should be required to meet the latest deployment 

conditions.  

9. Specifically, enhancing service coverage and capacity in rural areas is an 

objective of the government and ISED is supporting this objective with the new 

deployment levels. Renewing the conditions on now obsolete deployment level risks 

leaving spectrum unused in many Tier-4 license areas as is the case with PCS and 

AWS licences. The policy of renewing licences on identical licence condition terms 

as was originally issued has failed Canadians to ensure this limited resource has 

been put to effective use.  

10. Further, Cogeco would note that CPC-2-1-23 states that: "[a]t the end of the 

licence term, licensees will normally be issued new licences following a renewal 

process unless one of the following situations takes place: a breach of a licence 

condition occurs, a fundamental reallocation of spectrum to a new service is 

required, or an overriding policy need arises."5 Enhancing competition and rural 

coverage and capacity is, in Cogeco’s view, an overriding policy need – vigorously 

expressed by the Government of Canada for the past four years – that requires 

adjustments to current spectrum deployment conditions. The strengthening of 

minimum deployment conditions as suggested herein would be a good step forward 

in this regard.  

11. In addition, Cogeco would also support Ecotel with their statement that: 

‘ECOTEL is of the view no licenses should be renewed if the licensee cannot 

demonstrate they have real customers using the spectrum (…)’.6 Clearly, a current 

license holder must be able to demonstrate that, not only has it made the minimal 

effort of erecting a radio base station and activating a transmitter in a particular 

license area, but also, that it is actively serving customers with broadband services. 

                                                 
4
 See Annex A of Technical, Policy and Licensing Framework for Spectrum in the 600 MHz Band, 

March 28th, 2019. Tables A1, A2 and A3 proscribe progressive deployment conditions at the Tier 2, 3 
and 4 levels over the 20-year life span of the 600 MHz licenses.  
5
 CPC-1-2-23, section 5.3. 

6
 Ibid, para 9.  
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This is a key policy objective of the Government, to ensure that the digital divide is 

closed in rural areas, and that all available means are being deployed to do so.  

12. In paragraphs 9-13 of its comments, Xplornet Communications Inc. (“Xplornet”) 

states that: “(…) both 2500 MHz band and 3500 MHz band spectrum are valuable 

mid-range frequencies that can be used to support 5G services”.7 In addition, Rogers 

Communications Canada Inc. (“Rogers”) states that: “(…) BRS spectrum will also 

play a role in the networks of tomorrow, as both Band n7 (2500-2570 MHz / 2620-

2690 MHz) and Band n38 (2570-2620 MHz) have been standardized for 5G by the 

3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)”.8  

13. Cogeco agrees with the characterization of both Xplornet and Rogers that the 

2500 MHz band is a key 5G spectrum band. However, Cogeco would note that, 

unlike 3500 MHz spectrum, which was designated for Fixed Wireless Access and 

then subsequently changed by ISED for flexible use, the 2500 MHz spectrum has 

been designated as flexible use for some time, indeed, since 2006. In this spirit, and 

given that this spectrum is key for future 5G deployment in Canada, Cogeco 

recommends that, at a minimum, any unused 2500 MHz spectrum at a Tier 4 level 

should be returned to ISED and re-allocated to those service providers that will 

actually make use of it. BRS licensed spectrum has been designated flexible use 

since 2006; that’s 13 years of potential services deployment that have not happened 

in many areas of the country and ISED can do more to ensure that this important 

and limited spectrum is allocated to service providers who are willing to develop it by 

providing much-needed services to rural Canadians.  

14. With regard to the proposed renewal license term, Cogeco notes that both 

Xplornet and Bell Mobility Inc. (“Bell”) have proposed 20 year terms. Xplornet is 

proposing that the term for the BRS licenses be made concurrent with the existing 

license terms for the auctioned spectrum in the same band, i.e., for 14 years, to 

expire in 2035,9 while Bell is proposing a new license term of 20 years to expire in 

2041.10  Cogeco supports either approach, provided that coverage obligations for 

Tier 4 are set for the mid-term period of the license, or, alternatively, that the Tier 4 

                                                 
7
 Xplornet Communications Inc. 30 May 2019 comments, para. 10.  

8
 Rogers Communications Canada Inc., 30 May 2019 Comments, para. 18. 

9
 Ibid, para. 14.  

10
 Bell Mobility Inc. 30 May 2019 Comments, para. 8.  
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portion of the licenses are taken back and re-allocated to service providers who can 

demonstrate their capacity to use the spectrum.  

15. With respect to national roaming, Cogeco would note Bell’s comments, where 

they state:  

In consideration of the Commission's decision to regulate the GSM-based 

wholesale roaming services provided by Bell, Rogers and Telus to non-

national carriers, the proposed CoL on mandatory roaming is unnecessary 

and asymmetrical.11 

16. Cogeco strongly disagrees. The availability of wholesale roaming services is so 

critical to the establishment of sustained mobile wireless competition that it should 

remain a condition of licence in mobile wireless spectrum licences, despite the fact 

that the CRTC regulates the rates, terms and conditions upon which the national 

incumbent MNOs offer the services.  Cogeco continues to support the application of 

the mandatory roaming condition of licence to in-footprint and in-territory roaming for 

the reasons set out in Revised Frameworks for Mandatory Roaming and Antenna 

Tower and Site Sharing.12  

17. Further, Cogeco recognizes that the condition of license (‘CoL’) respecting the 

application of mandatory roaming is, in fact, asymmetrical. But, Cogeco would 

recommend that ISED simply enlarge the scope of this CoL, in order to capture the 

fact that other networks now exist in the Canadian marketplace. To this end, Cogeco 

recommends that the CoL respecting mandatory roaming be expanded to include all 

facilities-based networks, to provide the maximum flexibility for smaller, regional 

carriers to obtain access to those networks in order to provide better wireless 

services to their customers. 

 

 

 

                                                 
11

 Ibid, para. 17.  
12

 Revised Frameworks for Mandatory Roaming and Antenna Tower and Site Sharing, March 2013, 
DGSO-001-13, section 5.1. 
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Observations on Deployment & Re-deployment of Spectrum  

18. Cogeco would like to provide additional information for the consideration of 

ISED with respect to the deployment targets established as part of the CoLs in the 

existing licenses, to further support its recommendations above with respect to the 

potential hand-back and re-allocation of spectrum that is currently not being fully 

utilized.  

19. In order to get a sense of what is happening, it is necessary to break down the 

existing licensees Tier 3 coverage areas to Tier 4.  Cogeco has used ISED radio site 

location data to analyse where incumbent licensees currently have sites deployed, 

and where they do not.  

20. From a Tier 3 perspective, it is relatively straightforward to make it appear as if 

a significant number of sites have been deployed, thus respecting the letter of the 

deployment CoL of the license.  

21. For example, Bell Mobility’s licenses in the Trois-Rivières region, namely the 3-

012 Tier, is composed of two bands - BRS-A and BRS-B. In both bands, Bell has 

deployed 22 radio sites, making it look as if they have provided adequate coverage 

and deployed a significant number of radio sites within that Tier 3 license area.  

22. Another example is Rogers in the Eastern Townships of Québec. In Tier 3-011, 

Rogers has indicated that it has deployed a total of 14 radio sites. Again, the number 

appears promising in terms of deployment and potential coverage for that particular 

Tier 3.  

23. However, when the data is examined from a Tier 4 perspective to know with 

more precision where those sites are, a very different picture is revealed. In Table 1 

and 2 below, the examples above have been exploded into a Tier 4 view, to show 

the actual geographic location of the radio sites for both Bell and Rogers. 
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Table 1 – Rogers Communications, Eastern Townships Tier 3 & 4 BRS License 

Detail 

 

 

Table 2 – Bell Mobility, Trois Rivières Tier 3 & 4 BRS License Detail 

 

 

24. As can be seen above, Rogers has decided to locate all of its 14 radio sites in 

Sherbrooke, leaving other communities – including significant ones such as 

Victoriaville – unserved. Similarly, Bell has made a decision to locate all 44 of its 

radio sites in Trois-Rivières, leaving other communities – again, significant ones 

such as Drummondville – unserved.  

25. These examples illustrate the inadequacy of the current deployment targets in 

the current BRS spectrum license conditions. Further, they also illustrate rather 

Company Name License No. Tier Geographic Area Designation No. Of Sites

Rogers Communications Canada Inc. 010284153-001 3-011 Eastern Townships BRS - B 14

Company Name License No. Tier Geographic Area Designation Tier 4 Geographic Location No. Of Sites

Rogers Communications Canada Inc. 010284153-001 3-011 Eastern Townships BRS - B 4-032 Saint-Georges -           

Rogers Communications Canada Inc. 010284153-001 3-011 Eastern Townships BRS - B 4-033 Lac-Mégantic -           

Rogers Communications Canada Inc. 010284153-001 3-011 Eastern Townships BRS - B 4-034 Thetford Mines -           

Rogers Communications Canada Inc. 010284153-001 3-011 Eastern Townships BRS - B 4-035 Plessisville -           

Rogers Communications Canada Inc. 010284153-001 3-011 Eastern Townships BRS - B 4-039 Asbestos -           

Rogers Communications Canada Inc. 010284153-001 3-011 Eastern Townships BRS - B 4-040 Victoriaville -           

Rogers Communications Canada Inc. 010284153-001 3-011 Eastern Townships BRS - B 4-041 Coaticook -           

Rogers Communications Canada Inc. 010284153-001 3-011 Eastern Townships BRS - B 4-042 Sherbrooke 14

Rogers Communications Canada Inc. 010284153-001 3-011 Eastern Townships BRS - B 4-043 Windsor -           

Rogers Communications Canada Inc. 010284153-001 3-011 Eastern Townships BRS - B 4-045 Cowansville -           

Rogers Communications Tier 3, Eastern Townships

Rogers Communications Tier 3 & 4, Eastern Townships

Company Name License No. Tier Geographic Area Designation No. Of Sites

Bell Mobility Inc. 010284483-001 3-012 Trois-Rivieres BRS - A 22

Bell Mobility Inc. 010284483-001 3-012 Trois-Rivieres BRS - B 22

Company Name License No. Tier Geographic Area Designation Tier 4 Geographic Location No. Of Sites

Bell Mobility Inc. 010284483-001 3-012 Trois-Rivieres BRS - A 4-036 La Tuque -

Bell Mobility Inc. 010284483-001 3-012 Trois-Rivieres BRS - A 4-037 Trois-Rivières 22

Bell Mobility Inc. 010284483-001 3-012 Trois-Rivieres BRS - A 4-038 Louiseville -

Bell Mobility Inc. 010284483-001 3-012 Trois-Rivieres BRS - A 4-044 Drummondville -

Bell Mobility Inc. 010284483-001 3-012 Trois-Rivieres BRS - A 4-047 Granby -

Bell Mobility Inc. 010284483-001 3-012 Trois-Rivieres BRS - A 4-048 St-Hyacinthe -

Bell Mobility Inc. 010284483-001 3-012 Trois-Rivieres BRS - A 4-049 Sorel -

Bell Mobility Inc. 010284483-001 3-012 Trois-Rivieres BRS - A 4-050 Joliette -

Bell Mobility Inc. 010284483-001 3-012 Trois-Rivieres BRS - B 4-036 La Tuque -

Bell Mobility Inc. 010284483-001 3-012 Trois-Rivieres BRS - B 4-037 Trois-Rivières 22

Bell Mobility Inc. 010284483-001 3-012 Trois-Rivieres BRS - B 4-038 Louiseville -

Bell Mobility Inc. 010284483-001 3-012 Trois-Rivieres BRS - B 4-044 Drummondville -

Bell Mobility Inc. 010284483-001 3-012 Trois-Rivieres BRS - B 4-047 Granby -

Bell Mobility Inc. 010284483-001 3-012 Trois-Rivieres BRS - B 4-048 St-Hyacinthe -

Bell Mobility Inc. 010284483-001 3-012 Trois-Rivieres BRS - B 4-049 Sorel -

Bell Mobility Inc. 010284483-001 3-012 Trois-Rivieres BRS - B 4-050 Joliette -

Bell Mobility Tier 3, Trois Rivieres

Bell Mobility Tier 3 & 4, Trois Rivieres 
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vividly how these deployment targets leave large swaths of the population without 

any broadband service or mobile service of any kind riding on these spectrum bands. 

Cogeco has provided in Appendix A to these comments the full analysis of the 

existing BRS licenses, showing the ones with site deployment, ones without, and 

exploded to the Tier 4 level.   

26. This kind of ‘cherry-picking’ on the part of the incumbents is precisely why 

Cogeco is recommending, as part of these comments, that ISED apply updated 

deployment targets to any renewal license terms.  

27. Further, Cogeco also recommends that, if any part of the existing BRS licenses 

are successfully subordinated to smaller, regional operators, that the existing license 

term be extended by three years to allow that operator to deploy radio sites and 

begin offering services. These two actions alone will do much to meet the 

Government’s policy objectives of extending broadband services to rural and under-

served areas of the country, as well as finding innovative ways to redeploy unused 

spectrum.  

Conclusions & Recommendations 

28. Cogeco supports ISED in its effort to consult with interested parties on the 

future of this valuable piece of spectrum. Based on the comments submitted, and the 

evidence that Cogeco has provided herein regarding the current use of the non-

auction BRS licenses, Cogeco offers the following recommendations: 

a. That ISED re-assign unused spectrum through encouragement of 

subordination or through an exercise of re-allocation; 

b. That ISED update the deployment conditions of license for any 

renewed non-auctioned BRS licenses to a Tier 4 basis similar to those 

established for 600 MHz spectrum; 

c. That ISED ensure the current license-holders – with respect to any 

renewal – show that they are serving active broadband customers, 

rather than a simple presence of a radio base station; 

d. That ISED renew the non-auctioned BRS licenses for a 20-year term – 

either to make the term co-terminous with auctioned BRS licenses, or 

to re-start the term anew – with the important caveat that, any 
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spectrum that is subordinated to third parties prior to the current license 

term end date of 2021 be given a grace period of 3 years, to allow the 

entity who received the subordinated spectrum sufficient time to begin 

to deploy their network assets, and start serving customers; 

e. That ISED retain the condition of license regarding mandatory roaming 

and expand it to all facilities-based wireless network operators; and 

f. That ISED utilize its own site location data – as demonstrated herein by 

Cogeco – to assist it in making determinations with regard to re-

allocation, subordination or re-assignment for any renewed BRS 

licenses as part of this consultation.  

29. Cogeco thanks ISED for the opportunity to provide comments in this 

consultation.  
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Appendix A – Existing Non-Auctioned BRS License Holders: Site Deployment 

Characteristics  

 

(Excel Format filed as Separate Attachment) 
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